The fool

What does it mean being the norm, what does it mean being different. To be in form all the time doesn't seem easy to me. In this hospital I feel you very dependant Of a uniform method, of an incoherent choice.

Fallen into the sofa during your whole first day A big injection for your reception so you start to take a rest A rupture in your proud, I feel you so abandoned Among the people who cheat your perception and who don't want to analyse The Insanity, the depression, the mental disease...

It's a conflict of definition depending on the social view You go north, you go west the security is really good You go south you go east and you are looking normal

Society of competition: neoliberal society A way of organisation where exclusion is enormous You will not integrate in this model, welcome to the world of deficiency Given that it's you who is foolish, what a mess! You only deserve a precarious status.

You will serve as the scapegoat, you will serve to frighten The ones who allways have clear ideas and a big package of values they will look at you strange and they will tell themselves that life is art to avoid all danger

Even words are monetary exchange you will only receive orders the protocol is this book that forbids you to have any conversation You would love that people would listen to you when you're not doing fine and even when you do You would love to tell that you have doubts but nobody wants to create ties

"I'm not there to talk to you, I'm there to do my job, I'm there to controll" "If you took your medication, than why do you cry ? It's not like that you will feel better Your present state is the one you wish You only have to be more envious"

It's not because one is insane that one cannot demand that one cannot question rules that became to complicated

It will not be enough "to" say at one self that every person has the right To think and even to act, to make his voice heard That one is insane or one is not life is not only the law To listen to those who cannot speak wouldn't that be quite a job?